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If you go to the city of Washington, you will find
that almost all of those corporation lawyers and
cowardly politicians, members of congress, and
mis-representatives of the masses claim, in
glowing terms, that they have risen from the ranks
to places of eminence and distinction. I am very
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glad that I cannot make that claim for myself. I
would be ashamed to admit that I had risen from
the ranks. When I rise it will be with the ranks, not
from the ranks.—Eugene V. Debs
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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR PRESIDENT
JAMES SHILITTO

Brothers and Sisters. What a wild ride the past
six months have been; and what makes me most
proud to be a Utility Worker is that as a Union of
first responders, we rose to the challenge.
In our last issue we mourned those struck
down in this pandemic, including two Local 1-2
stalwarts, Frank Vivola, of the Executive Board,
and Business Agent Joe Caradonna. These are
but two losses we sustained; and hundreds more
of our Brothers and Sisters were sickened by the
Covid virus. But as we always do, we were there.
We were there when Hurricane Isaias struck, we
were there through the hot summer months when
the grid was strained to breaking. We fixed it, but we
know that Con Edison is conning the public when
it comes to the infrastructure. Its underground
and overhead systems are antiquated, and its
management does not care. If it’s duct tape and
baling wire holding it together, so be it. It seems
to me that Con Ed wants its customers to get
ready for the “new normal”: rolling blackouts and
brownouts - because, why not?
Oh, and let’s not forget amid this unprecedented
year, what Local 1-2 won at the bargaining table in
bringing our Members at Con Ed a good, fair, and
decent contract. You ratified it overwhelmingly.

us. Sure, we can keep the lights on and power
flowing but we know the dirty little secret and so
does the PSC – there is a continuous battle to get
the infrastructure back up and running after each
failure, while failures could be drastically reduced
if Con Ed had a sufficient number of employees
who could regularly maintain the system. Speaking
of the State, they know too that out Brothers
and Sisters are true First Responders, just like
the police and firefighters. And, because we are
constantly bringing this to their attention, little by
little it’s dawning on the Legislature to enshrine it
in law. We HAVE EARNED that status and we are
working to make it so.
Now, it’s October and the Union has pressing
business to address. Like the rest of this region
in 2020, we’ll be meeting at arm’s length in a
virtual Membership Meeting that will carry the
weight of an in-person meeting. Be there, via your
computers, because we need to see each other
and

we

have

Union

business

that

is

required by our By-Laws and can no longer be
delayed - pandemic or no pandemic.
Stay well, work safe and sign into the meeting
(details to come). Apathy is lethal and the Boss is

Con Ed’s lack of maintenance affects all of

not your friend, we are.
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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR VICE PRESIDENT
WILLIAM SMITH

In his column, President Shillitto touched on some of
the highlights of the last months since the last Record
and since we last met in February.
As our Members at Con Edison know, Local 1-2
brought them a hard-won contract we negotiated this
year, including two grueling weeks in June where we
worked around the clock in quarantine to get it done.
This had to be the strangest round of talks ever! It
was like a sci-fi movie. A nearly empty hotel, the few
walking around in masks, the National Guard coming
in and out, Con Ed and us. It was an eerie time in an
eerie year.
During this pandemic, “safety” has been our
watchword for our Members, whether working as
a tree-trimmer, working at Ravenswood, restoring
service after a hurricane, we have had safety on our
minds. Fortunately, we reached some accommodations
with your employers and as many of you as possible
worked from home. But the nature of our business is
that many of us must be out in the streets with the
public, day in and day out. Getting out Members the
PPE they need to work safe and stay healthy has been
a daily battle. Our entire nation is now in need of PPE
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and masks and gloves (which many of us need to work)
have become scarcer and scarcer.
I do not have to remind you of the horrors we all
witnessed in the Spring after our February meeting.
So, this meeting in October will be like none other in
our history. We will be meeting over a secure link so
that we can conduct Union business which affects us
all. You will hear reports from our Officers - including
our stepped-up search for a permanent Local 1-2
home - as well as being asked to vote on required
Union business.
As I write this, we are still working out the details, but
when you read this you will have been notified when
and how to log-in and join the Membership Meeting.
New times call for new solutions. We will survive this.
Meanwhile, enjoy the new Instagram and Flickr feeds
we are putting out and look out for a new Local 1-2
web page.
Work safe, stay safe. And please call a time out if you
are being asked to do anything unsafe - Covid or no
Covid, this is your right.

LOCAL 1-2 CONTRACT HIGHLIGHTS WITH CON ED,
WAGES, BENEFITS, JOB TITLES ALL ENHANCED
Local 1-2 President James Shillitto presented the new 2020-2024 for ratification where
it was approved overwhelmingly by the Membership working at Con Edison.
Some highlights of the new agreement included:
3% increase per year across the board for life of Contract;
Medical costs stayed lowest when compared to last 3 contracts;
Increased weekly reimbursement for basic medical screening to offset weekly contributions;
Wage progression 52 cents to 60 cents-first increase in 16 years;
15 progressions to top pay on progression date. Starting 2022;
Vacation chart revamped/ more days to carry over/more time to keep carry over days;
Pension remains the same for all;
Mutual aid for all/ nothing changes for OH in return;
No automatic loss of progression for discipline;
Expansion of canvassing for lateral movements without losing pay;
Life insurance from $50k to $100k;
Meal allowance up by end of contract to $17.50 incrementally;
Legal services now contractually offered;
New student loan refinance plan offered;
Job postings now increased from 3-5;
New experimental work schedule language in contract with clear definitions;
New stipend for CFRs for incidental costs;
Agreement on work from home with company provided laptops;
Agreement made on increased bandwidth home agent program;
Extend letter agreement for provisional CFRs.
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LOCAL 1-2 JOINS FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER

Local 1-2 joins in the fight against hunger, joining the community effort in Brooklyn in August
and volunteering time. Thanks to Senior Business Agent Darryl Taylor and President James
Shillitto.
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LOCAL 1-2 TESTIMONY TO JOINT PUBLIC HEARING,
AUGUST 20, 2020:
To address the emergency storm response and customer communication by
utilities located in New York City, Long Island, Westchester County, and the
greater Hudson Valley post Tropical Storm Isaias
To the Chairs and Members of the Committees the real problem, is that Con Edison, among
convening this hearing, thank you for the other utilities, just plain ignores orders from
opportunity to address your inquiry into the government bodies, and will continue to do so,
response of utilities to Tropical Storm Isaias.

to add the trained professional workers it needs

I am James Shillitto, President of Local 1-2, to respond adequately to these increasingly
New York, Utility Workers Union of

common severe weather events. Science tells

America, AFL-CIO.

us with climate change a reality, this will be the

I represent the men and women of Con Edison new normal.
who restore power, the tree trimmers who clear I suggest to you all that Con Edison and
the trees downed by storms and the

other utilities are softening you up to

customer service representatives who answer

represent to your constituents that this will

questions from the public.

become the “new normal” and that the public

My members are most directly affected by

become numb to being plunged into third-

these storms in terms of working conditions, world conditions several times a year.
safety, and the ability to respond to

In the years since Sandy, Con Edison, through

restore power when it is lost.

attrition alone, has failed to replace more than

Today I have a feeling of deja vú in offering 1,400 trained, professional utility workers
these remarks. Chiefly because what I will tell to keep the grid up and running.
you is exactly what I and my predecessors While these weather events cannot be
have been telling you since Superstorm Sandy foreseen in their scope of damage, which will
in 2013 and subsequent storms, notably Quinn always result in outages, we know recovery
and Reilly, in 2018-2019, which knocked out and restoration of power would be far more
power to tens of thousands, some for weeks rapid if these publicly regulated, profit making
on end.

utilities delivered on their promises to

The real problem, and it has always been their customers.
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Instead, it seems to Con Ed’s management a company totally out of balance between
that it is cheaper in the long run, and better for management and workers. Right now, and this
its shareholders, to pay punitive fines rather

has been the case for more than a decade,

than meet its public obligation to keep

the ratio of management to workers is 1 to

power up and running.

1.28. I ask you is this a good way to operate a

In the meantime, government, while becoming business where its profits a re g uaranteed by
alarmed at the lack of action by utilities, refuses government oversight? To me it looks like we,
to designate utility workers First Responders. and the public, have all been had.
If you need a primer, just reflect on 9/11 when Until this real imbalance is addressed, and
my Members restored lower Manhattan and until government puts real teeth in its orders,
our stock markets in a day. And then we all Con Edison will ignore you and keep intact its
worked on that pile for months installing

record as one of the best yields on Wall Street.

more than 6,000 miles of cable.

I submit that we are all being laughed at. If you

I want to make it clear that blame for poor really want to fix this, demand that Con Edison
response to this storm lies squarely with Con retain real, proper trained staffing. Instead, the
Edison management and its refusal to

PSC and other bodies accept Con Ed’s

keep a sufficient workforce available. In fact,

blandishments that it has sufficient outside

even though under a PSC directive to hire

contractors on call to pick up the slack. This is

more overhead electrical workers more

an utter lie and is intended to hoodwink you

than two years ago to service Westchester,

into acceptance of bad service, slow response

it has yet to do so.

times and a return to darkness. Remember my

I remind you too, even before this most recent Members must undergo 18 months of rigorous
storm, my Members have been working under training to work with power. Contractors get by
emergency conditions for the entire summer with one person per crew certified at 18 hours
to keep our antiquated grid operating. This of training.
means my Members are required, by contract, If these facts, and my testimony, do not raise
to submit to these emergency conditions of urgent concerns to you, then this hearing will
12-18-hour work days for months and

have been en exercise in futility for all of

months and months.

us here today.

One of Con Ed’s real problems in its
responsiveness, or lack thereof, is that it is Thank you
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WE REMEMBER

9/11 NEVER FORGET!

Brothers and Sisters, nineteen years ago today, our City, our State, and our
Nation was struck by an attack that turned the world upside down.
Then, just as today, Local 1-2 Brothers and Sisters rushed in while a nation
stood still in shock. We were right there at Ground Zero where the Twin
Towers stood. Working round the clock we brought power and searched the
pile hand in hand with other First Responders.
So please, take the time today to pause, remember those who perished,
and the scores of our Brothers and Sisters who became sickened and dies
because of your heroic work that day and in the months that followed.
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LOCAL 1-2 SALUTES IT'S SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
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